Abstract-Social network platforms can use the data produced by their users to serve them better. One of the services these platforms provide is recommendation service. Recommendation systems can predict the future preferences of users using their past preferences. In the recommendation systems literature there are various techniques, such as neighborhood based methods, machine-learning based methods and matrix-factorization based methods. In this work, a set of well known methods from natural language processing domain, namely Word2Vec, is applied to recommendation systems domain. Unlike previous works that use Word2Vec for recommendation, this work uses non-textual features, the check-ins, and it recommends venues to visit/checkin to the target users. For the experiments, a Foursquare checkin dataset is used. The results show that use of continuous vector space representations of items modeled by techniques of Word2Vec is promising for making recommendations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social network platforms (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, Foursquare) have many active users who produce vast amount of information by interacting with each other and with items/services the platform provide. For example, up to April 2016, 320 million monthly active users use Twitter, more than 50 million users use Foursquare and 1.04 billion daily active users use Facebook. These platforms are able to archive and use the produced information to better serve their users. One of the services that most of the social network platforms provide is recommendation service.
Recommendation systems predict the future preferences of users' based on their previous interactions with the items. For example, information on previous check-ins of users can be used to make recommendations on future check-ins. The vast amount of information produced by the users is used by several different methods to make recommendations, e.g. neighborhood based methods, machine-learning based methods and matrix-factorization based methods. Recently, matrix factorization (MF) methods gained more attention by researchers, as these methods can efficiently deal with large datasets by using low-rank approximation of input data [15] .
Similar to matrix factorization methods, word embedding methods learn low-dimensional vector space representation of input elements. They are used to learn linguistic regularities and semantic information from large text datasets and they are gaining more attention especially in natural language processing and text mining fields [19] . In this work, we aim to recommend next venues to visit/check-in by adopting skipgram and continuous bag of words (CBOW) word embedding techniques proposed in Word2Vec framework [18] .
Efficiency of using text processing techniques in recommendation systems is already exemplified in some of the previous works in the literature ( [6] , [23] , [19] ). [6] is one of the state-of-the-art methods for venue recommendation on Location Based Social Networks (LBSNs) and employs a language model based method. [23] aims to make recommendation to users about which blog to follow. It uses Word2Vec to model a word based feature, i.e. tags. [19] employs three different word embedding techniques, one of which is Word2Vec, to make recommendation on MovieLens and DBbook datasets. It uses textual data collected from Wikipedia about the items. Unlike the previous works that use Word2Vec for recommendation, in this work a non-textual feature, namely the past check-ins of the users, is used to make recommendations.
The aim of this work is to apply a set of well known methods from natural language processing domain, namely methods from Word2Vec framework, to recommendation systems domain and show that the performance is comparable to wellknown methods in recommendation systems. The contributions of this work are as follow:
• Methods from natural language processing domain, Word2Vec's skip-gram and continuous bag of words (CBOW) techniques, are employed to make recommendations on Location Based Social Networks (LBSNs).
• Several different techniques inspired from well-known recommendation methods, namely content based and collaborative filtering based methods, are combined with Word2Vec's techniques.
• Unlike the previous works that use Word2Vec for recommendation ([23] , [19] ), a non-textual feature, namely the past check-ins of the users, is used to make recommendations.
• For the evaluation a Foursquare check-in dataset, which is already used in previous works ( [6] , [20] ) is employed. Also comparisons to methods from the recommendation systems literature are presented.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Information on the related work is given in the Section II. Word2Vec and the proposed methods are explained in the Section III. The experimental results and the comparisons are given in the Section IV. The paper is concluded in the Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Recommendation systems make recommendation of items by estimating the preferences of users ( [16] , [24] ). In the literature there are three base recommendation approaches: Content based, collaborative filtering and hybrid approaches. Content based approach uses features of items and users, calculates their similarities and use these similarities to make recommendations. Collaborative filtering approach uses past preferences of users to decide which items to recommend. Hybrid methods combine these approaches to make recommendations.
Beside the above-mentioned methods, there are various methods to make recommendation, e.g. by neighborhood based methods, machine-learning based methods and matrixfactorization based methods. Recently, the matrix factorization based methods gained more attention of recommendation systems researchers. These methods use low-rank approximation of input data and can handle large volume of data [15] . In [9] , it is stated that matrix factorization can represent the items and the users as vectors, where high correlation between vectors leads to recommendation. Also, in the same work it is stated that these methods have good scalability, high accuracy and flexibility. Some example works that use the matrix factorization for recommendation belong to Sarwar et al. [22] , Ma et al. [14] , Zheng et al. [27] , Liu et al. [13] , Yu et al. [26] , Cheng et al. [5] and Lian et al. [12] . Among these works [27] and [5] have similar purpose as ours and they make location/activity recommendations to the target users. However none of these methods employ Word2Vec for this purpose.
Similar to matrix factorization methods, word embedding methods from natural language processing field learn lowdimensional vector space representation of input elements. The word embeddings learn linguistic regularities and semantic information from the input text datasets and represent the the meaning of the words by a vector representation ( [19] , [3] ). In [3] it is stated that word embeddings can be learned by Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), topic models and matrix factorization techniques. Techniques defined in Word2Vec [18] , namely skip-gram and CBOW, are commonly used in the literature to represent the word vectors.
Some of the recommendation methods ( [23] , [19] ) use techniques from Word2Vec to represent their text based features. [23] aims to make recommendation to users about which Tumblr blogs to follow. In that work inductive matrix completion (IMC) method is used for recommendation. That method uses side features (i.e. likes, re-blogs and tags) as well as past preferences of users. It does not directly use techniques from natural language processing, but employ Word2Vec to compute vector representation of tags; which are word based features. [19] empirically evaluates three word embedding techniques, namely Latent Semantic Indexing, Random Indexing and Word2Vec, to make recommendation. They evaluate their proposed method on MovieLens and DBbook datasets. They mapped the items in the datasets to textual contents using Wikipedia and used the textual contents for making recommendation. Another recommendation method that uses techniques from natural language processing is Socio-Historical method proposed in [6] . It is one of the state-of-the-art methods for venue recommendation on LBSNs. Observing the similarities in text mining and social network datasets, it employs language Techniques in Word2Vec are generally considered as deep learning technique. There are few other methods that employ deep learning to make recommendations, e.g. [21] , [7] and [25] . [21] uses Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM's) to make movie recommendations. It models correlation among item ratings. [7] extends [21] by modelling both user-user and item-item correlations. [25] proposes a hierarchical Bayesian model that learns models on both content information on items and past preferences of users.
In this work, Word2Vec's skip-gram and CBOW techniques are employed to recommend check-in locations to the target users. Unlike the previous works that use Word2Vec for recommendation ([23] , [19] ), a non-textual features, namely the past check-ins of the users, is used.
III. RECOMMENDATION USING MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES
The aim in this work is to list the top-k venues/locations (e.g. restaurant, cafe) that the target user will visit/check-in in the future. For this purpose techniques from Word2Vec toolbox, namely skip-gram and CBOW, are used. In this section, a brief information on the techniques in Word2Vec toolbox and explanation on how they are used for venue recommendation is presented.
Word2Vec is a group of models which is introduced by Mikolov et al. ([18] , [17] ). It contains two different techniques, namely skip-gram and CBOW, which produce word embeddings, i.e. distributed word representations. The word embeddings represent the words in a low dimensional continuous space and carry the semantic and syntactic information of words [11] . While the CBOW technique uses the words around the current word to predict the current word, the skip-gram technique does the vice-versa, such that it uses the current word to predict the words around the current word ( Figure 1 ). In both of the techniques, bag-of-words representation is used, i.e. order of the words in the input does not affect the result. We used both of the techniques to model the data and to make recommendations.
The proposed recommendation method is composed of the following steps: First the input data is modeled using the techniques from Word2Vec. Then the output model is used to execute the recommendation process. We used the Word2Vec techniques implemented in the gensim toolbox 1 . This implementation accepts a list of sentences which are themselves are a list of words. These words are used to create the internal dictionary which holds the words and their frequencies. Afterwards the model is trained using the input data and the dictionary. The output of the technique is continuous vector representation of words, which can be used as features by different applications [1] . During the training various parameters can be tuned which affects the performance, in terms of time and quality. The details on how the parameters are tuned and the effects of different values are presented in the evaluation section.
There are several similarities between the Word2Vec techniques and the recommendation process: First, the input data used in Word2Vec techniques is actually similar to what is used in the recommendation process. In the recommendation process a list of items that the user preferred/rated in the past are used and these lists can be divided into individual items. In other words, the sentences used in Word2Vec can be mapped into past preferences of users in recommendation process and the words in Word2Vec to individual items used in recommendation process. Second, the purpose of the Word2Vec techniques and the recommendation process are similar. Word2Vec model aims to predict the words based on the observed words, which can be mapped to predicting the items to be recommended based on already preferred/used items.
In the Figure 2 , the similarity of data used in text processing and recommendation systems are presented. On the left side of the figure, three sentences are presented together with the vocabulary list (dictionary). Similarly on the right side of the figure three users and their past preferences on locations that they have checked in are presented. Similar to sentence-word example, given in the figure 2a, it is possible to create a list of locations (venues). Both of the examples can be represented as a vector. The vectors on the left present the existence of words in the related sentences and the vectors on the right show if the related user visited the locations (venues) or not.
1 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html In this work, inspiring from [10] , the item lists are used together with the users as the input to Word2Vec techniques, i.e. not only list of items, but list of user and the items preferred by this user is given as input to the Word2Vec techniques. As a result, the continuous vector representation of the items and the users are obtained, separately. These vector representations can be used to decide on which item is more similar to other item or which user is contextually closer to which items. These vectors and their similarities are used in the next step of our recommendation method.
In the Figure 3 , the output of skip-gram technique on the input data given in the Figure 2 is presented. To be able to plot the figure, the output continuous vector representation dimension is set to two. In the Figure 3a , the output for sentenceword data is shown. According to this figure, the relations among words and sentences are captured. For example, in the figure the word 'walked' is closer (more related) to the sentence s0 and the word 'went' is closer to the sentence s2; these words are seen only in these sentences. Another example is the words 'man' and 'his' which are represented at the same position on the figure. This indicates that the technique is able to capture the relation between these words. In the Figure  3b the output for user-item data is shown. From the figure relations among users and items can be observed. For example, in the figure 'Loc7' is represented closer to 'u2' (user2); in the input data 'Loc7' is visited only by 'user2'. Another example is related to relations among locations; in the figure 'Loc0' and 'Loc2' are closer to each other and in the input data these locations are always visited together.
B. Recommendation using continuous vector representation
The output of Word2Vec techniques provide the continuous representation of the items and users in vector space where similar vectors are located closer to each other. In this report three different recommendation techniques that use the continuous vector representation of items and users are proposed:
Recommendation by k-nearest items (KNI): The knearest items (KNI) approach is inspired from traditional content-based filtering recommendation method. In contentbased filtering method, features or tags that describe users and the items are used. For the recommendation the similarity between the target user and the items are calculated and the items that are more similar to the target user are listed as the recommendation. In KNI approach, instead of description of users and items, the continuous vector representations calculated in the previous step are used. For this purpose, the cosine similarity between the target user and item vectors are calculated and the most similar k items to the target user are found. The collected top-k items are recommended to the target user. For example, given the vectors presented in the Figure 3 , assume that we want to make two location recommendations to the user u0. The most similar location vectors to the user vector belong to 'Loc1' and 'Loc2', so these locations are recommended to the target user.
Recommendation by N-nearest users (NN): In recommendation by N-nearest users (NN) approach, the traditional user-based collaborative filtering method is applied on the continuous vector representations modeled in the previous step. In traditional user-based collaborative filtering, first the most Figure  2 , assume that we want to make two location recommendations to the user u0 by using a single neighbor. According to continuous vector representations (The Figure 3) , the most similar user of user0 is user1(u1) and it is selected as the neighbor. Two of the locations previously visited by user1, namely 'Loc0', 'Loc4', 'Loc2', 'Loc3', 'Loc5', 'Loc6', are chosen (randomly) and are recommended to the target user (u0).
Recommendation by N-nearest users and k-nearest items (KIU): This approach is a combination of the previous two approaches. In this approach, first, the top-N neighbors are found by using the vector representation of the users. Then the top-k items that are most similar to the combination of target user and the neighbors are found by using the vector representations calculated in the first step. The collected topk items are recommended to the target user. For example, assume that we want to make two location recommendations to the user u0 by using a single neighbor. As explained in the previous method, the selected neighbor is u1 based on the continuous vector similarity. The two most similar location vectors to the user0's and user1's vector belong to 'Loc2' and 'Loc0'. These two locations are recommended to the target user, u0, by the KIU method.
IV. EVALUATION
In this work, the aim is to recommend k-many check-in venues to each user based on their past check-ins. For this purpose the Checkin2011 dataset [6] is used. The original dataset 2 is collected from Foursquare web-site in between January 2011 -December 2011 and contains 11326 users, 187218 locations, 1385223 check-ins and 47164 friendship links. However, in [20] the researchers used a subset of this dataset by using the check-ins made in January as the training set and check-ins made in February as the test set, and named it as CheckinsJan. The CheckinsJan dataset contains 8308 users, 49521 locations and 86375 check-ins. In this work, the same sub-dataset, CheckinsJan dataset, is used for the experiments.
The performance of the methods is measured by Precision@k, Ndcg, Hitrate and Prediction Coverage metrics. While giving the evaluation results, for each user the performance metrics are calculated separately and then their averages are presented.
Precision@k measures the relevance of items on the output list. The Ndcg (Normalized discounted cumulative gain) metric decides the relevance of the listed items depending on their rank. Since these metrics are well-known in the literature and because of the limited space, we did not present how these metrics are calculated in this work. Hitrate measures the ratio of user who are given at least one true recommendation. In the Equation 1, m is one of the users, M is the total set of users, |M | is the size of the users and HitRate m indicates if there is a hit for the target user m or not. HitRate m is equal to 1.0 if there is at least one true recommendation for that user and 0.0 otherwise.
Prediction Coverage measures the ratio of the users who are given any recommendation, independent from being relevant or not. Some of the recommendation methods, e.g. collaborative filtering, may not be able to make any recommendation to some of the users who have not got any preference history or who have unique tastes. For example, in CheckinsJan dataset, the user81 visited ten venues which are never visited by any other user. Making recommendation to these kind of users, known as cold-start users in the literature, is a challenging task. In the recommendation systems literature, some of the methods may loose coverage in order to increase the accuracy [4] . [8] states that coverage and accuracy should be analyzed together.
The methods presented in this report use two parameters: Number of neighbors (N ) and output list size (k). In [20] it is decided that best performing values are N = 30 and k = 10 for the CheckinsJan dataset. In this work, the values are directly used for the experiments. The upper-bound of the methods based on the decided parameters are also presented in [20] : The upper-bound for Precision metric is found as 0.489 and for the rest of the metrics they are found as 1.0.
Several different settings are evaluated when the input data is modeled using skip-gram and CBOW techniques. The parameters used during the training affects the performance in terms of time and quality [2] . These parameters are based on the gensim toolbox implementation. In this work only the parameters that are set to a different value than the default are detailed; for the rest of the parameters one can refer to gensim web-page. The details of the parameters and how they are tuned are as follows:
• min word count: The technique ignores the items whose frequency is less than min word count parameter. Its default value is 5. In natural language processing, the items (words) that are seen only few times can be considered as garbage or typo, however in the recommendation systems the data is very sparse and having items that are observed only few times is normal. In order not to lose any item that is not used frequently,this parameter is set to 1 during the experiments.
• size: size parameter represents the dimension of the feature vectors and its default value is 100. In [2] it is stated that bigger size value can lead more accurate model, but requires more data. The suggested values for size parameter is in tens to hundreds [2] . In our experiments this parameter is referred as f eature count(F ) and is set to different values in the range of [10, 100] with 10 increments.
• window: Window parameter assigns the maximum distance between the current and the predicted words and its default value is 5. [2] states that it should be large enough to capture the semantic relationships among words. In our experiments this parameter is referred as context count(C) and is set to different values in the range of [5, 20] with 5 increments. However, during the experiments we observed that CBOW does not provide good performance results when small window size is used. For CBOW we preferred to set the window size to the maximum length of input vectors.
• iter: iter parameter represents the number of iterations on the input data and its default value is 1. In our experiments it is referred as epoch count(E) and is set to different values in the range of [5, 25] with 5 increments. Figure 4 , training the model using the skip-gram technique spends less time than CBOW technique. Skip-gram technique spends about 50 seconds for training while CBOW spends about 150 seconds on the average. Among the proposed recommendation methods KNI method spends less time than other methods. This can be the result of the fact that this method directly uses the output of the model created by Word2Vec techniques without any further computations, such as finding neighbors. On the average KNI method spends less than 50 seconds to make recommendation to all target users, while both NN and KIU methods spend around 1500 seconds. These results indicate that the proposed methods spend less than 0.20 seconds for each target user in the recommendation step.
The Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show the the recommendation performance of the proposed methods which use continuous vectors produced by skip-gram technique. For all of the methods, increasing the f eature count, i.e. the size of the vector representation, improves the performance. The effect of the increase for this parameter is less obvious as it is set to higher values than 50. When context count(C) = 5 the model is not able to capture the semantic similarity among the items and users. After setting this parameter to C = 10 and higher, it performs better. For both context count and epoch count, increase of the parameters slightly improves the performance. Similar observations can be made when CBOW is used as the first step to produce the continuous vector representations of the input data (The Figures 5d, 5e and 5f ).
According to Figures 5a-5f , the comparison of the performance of the recommendation techniques indicates that the best performing method is KNI, followed by KIU. Both of these methods use the vector representations of the items and their similarities to the target users. Both KNI and KIU uses similarity to item vectors, however KIU additionally uses the neighbors of the target users, which are decided by user vector similarities. Compared to KNI, the use of neighbors in KIU does not provide high performance gain. This may indicate that use of user vector similarities for CheckinsJan dataset is not effective. This may root from the fact that the users could not be differentiated in the vector space efficiently since the number of users in the dataset is not very high, i.e. only 8307 users.
Comparison of the techniques that use CBOW to the techniques that use skip-gram shows that using the continuous vectors produced by skip-gram technique performs slightly better than using the ones produced by CBOW. This can be related to the characteristics of the input data. In the CheckinsJan dataset the check-ins in the predefined window do not necessarily related except they are visited by the same user. For example, the check-ins may be done in different time of the day (e.g. morning, evening), but still listed in sequence; such that the related user did not visit any other venue in between. This may lead to poorer performance, as CBOW uses window-sized data listed in sequence to decide on the relevance of the items (venues).
In the Table I , the proposed KNI, NN and KIU methods are compared to the methods in the literature. The first method from the recommendation literature is traditional collaborative filtering method (CF-C) which uses the past preferences of the users and their similarities. We implemented this method to observe its performance. The second method is Random, which randomly chooses k-many items (venues) to recommend. We run Random method 10 times and presented the average of the results.
The third and fourth methods use matrix factorization; the third one is SVD based recommendation, proposed by Sarwar et al. [22] and the fourth one CCD++ algorithm, is proposed by Yu et al. [26] . In the original CCD++ method, rating prediction of missing items are calculated, such that the method predicts the ratings of unseen items and recommends the items that have the highest predicted score. However, the problem proposed in this work does not aim to predict rating but aim to rank items. To solve this problem using CCD++, we adopted ideas from SVD based recommendation method [22] to CCD++ algorithm [26] . In both of the methods, the input user-item matrix is decomposed into other matrices one of which represents the user-latent features relations (U). After reducing the dimension of the U matrix (U t ), recommendation is made by calculating the similarities among users-latent feature vectors, choosing the most similar users (neighbors) to the target user and listing the items which are previously used (e.g. venues that are previously visited) by the neighbors as recommendation. We used LIBPMF and sparsesvd libraries for matrix factorization and implemented the rest of the method ourselves.
The fifth and sixth methods are from [6] , which uses a lan- guage model based method from natural language processing literature for recommendation. The method can combine past preferences and social ties of users. Two versions of the methods are proposed; one of which uses only the past preferences of the users (Gao-H) and the other uses the combination of past preferences and social ties (Gao-SH). We directly used the provided code in the authors' web-page. The last two methods are from [20] , which are based on multi-objective optimization technique and combines past preferences of the users with other features, such as users' hometowns, friendship relations and their influence on each other. The methods are abbreviated as MO-CH when it uses past check-ins and hometowns of the users and MO-CFIH when it uses all of the above-mentioned features. For the experiments of MO based methods, the code provided by the authors is used.
In the Table I first group of methods are the ones that are proposed in this paper, the second group are the ones that use a single feature (the past check-ins of the users) and the last group are the methods that combine multiple features to make recommendation. Among the proposed methods, the best performing method is KNI which uses continuous vector representation modeled by skip-gram technique. NN performs poorer than the others, which indicates that recommending items that are only used by neighbors is not able to capture the preference of the target user, and use of item similarity to the target user is more promising. The random method's poor performance show that making venue recommendation on CheckinsJan dataset is challenging, since there are many items to recommend, e.g. nearly 50000 venues.
The NN, CF, SVD-based and CCD++ methods have similar steps: Finding neighbors and recommending venues that are visited by neighbors. Interestingly, the methods that learn low-dimensional vector space representation of the input data (NN, SVD-based and CCD++) are worse than the method that directly use user similarity (CF). This may be result of the sparsity of the CheckinsJan data, such that NN, SVD-based and CCD++ methods are not able to model the user relations as well as modeling the user-item and item-item relations.
Among the listed methods, the best performing methods are Gao-H and Gao-SH, which use language model technique from natural language processing. This result shows that use of methods from natural language processing can be effective for making recommendations. Even though GAo-H and Gao-SH are better at accuracy related metrics, they are not able to make predictions for some of the users. For example, having 0.952 prediction coverage ratio, Gao-H cannot make recommendation to about 350 of the users. Some of the methods in the literature may not make any recommendation to more challenging users, such as users who have not got any preference history or who have unique tastes. Making recommendation to these challenging users may lead to reduced accuracy results, since it is harder to make true recommendations for them. In terms of prediction coverage, the methods proposed in this paper and matrix factorization methods are the better than the others.
Overall, results show that use of Word2Vec techniques produce comparable performance to the methods in the literature and they are promising for making recommendations.
V. CONCLUSION
Recommendation systems predict the future preferences of users based on their previous interactions with the items. In the literature, there are many different techniques to make recommendations, e.g. neighborhood based, machine-learning based and matrix-factorization based methods. In this work, we employed Word2Vec's skip-gram and CBOW techniques to make next check-in venue (location) recommendations on Location Based Social Networks (LBSNs). We proposed several different techniques that combines Word2Vec techniques and the well-known recommendation methods, namely content based and collaborative filtering based methods. Unlike the previous works that use Word2Vec for recommendation ([23] , [19] ), we used a non-textual feature, namely the past check-ins of the users, to make recommendations. For the evaluation a Foursquare check-in dataset, which is already used in previous works ( [6] , [20] ) is employed. Also comparisons to methods from the recommendation systems literature are presented. The results show that use of techniques from natural language processing is effective and use of Word2Vec techniques is promising for making recommendations.
In the future, more experiments will be done using the other datasets used in the recommendation literature to observe the effectiveness of the proposed methods. Also, we will integrate multiple features while using continuous vector space representations, as previous works showed that combining multiple features increases the recommendation performance.
